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ABSTRACT

In response to a need for better management of maintenance and document
information at the Argonne Tandem-Linear Accelerating System (ATLAS), the
ATLAS Information Management System (AIMS) has been created. The system is
based on the relational database model. The system's applications use the Alpha-4
relational database management system, a commercially available software package.
The system's function and design are described.

1 . Introduction

The Argonne Tandem-Linear Accelerating System (ATLAS) is a national user facility
providing heavy-ion beams for use in nuclear and atomic research. Recent expansions to the
machine, especially the Positive Ion Injector (PII), have underscored the need for a comprehensive
system to manage the information critical to ATLAS's mission. The information relevant to the
smooth operation of ATLAS has been identified, grouped, and related in Figure 1.

The ATLAS Information Management System (AIMS) has been created to manage
information about maintenance and documentation. Previous attempts at paper-based maintenance
systems have proven too cumbersome for use by the facility's small staff and provided no cost
data. Documents relating to ATLAS reside in numerous places around the facility with several
people maintaining small libraries. There is no central listing of ATLAS documents.

AIMS has two missions:

1. Capture and report maintenance problems and resolutions along with cost data.

2. Provide an index of machine documentation that allows staff to quickly find needed
information.

A natural by-product of the development of AIMS has been to keep an on-line record of
historical information. Similarly, including a previously separate statistics function also has
become a natural by-product. A third added function is a catalogue of equipment in use at ATLAS.

1.1. Description of AIMS

AIMS is a computer-based information manager built upon the relational database model. Most
tables have been normalized to at least third normal form with many in domain key normal form.1

These forms eliminate redundancy and other logical errors that could cripple the system. The
exceptions are small reference tables that have been denormalized to improve the performance of the
system, without compromising functionality.
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Figure 1: Break-down of information at ATLAS.
Groupings were determined by function and currency. The lines extending from one group to the next

indicate functional relationships. (Examples: a operational activity like tuning the source will change the current
machine configuration; or, once a run is over, the current machine configuration expires and is archived.)



AIMS has three major functions:

Maintenance,
Document Index, and
Equipment Catalogue.

Each of these is described in Sections 3,4, and 5. Besides the major functions, AIMS has several
smaller functions built into it. In order to adequately manage the information in all of these tables,
several supporting tables have been defined that act as references during data entry and reporting. By
centralizing the major functions in one system with common supporting tables, new functions that
relate these tables can be defined. Two functions are especially useful. The first allows the person
reporting a maintenance problem to immediately search the document index for tables, maps, manuals,
etc. related to the problem that can be used to fix it. The second function allows maintenance costs to
be tracked not only for systems, but for individual pieces of equipment This information becomes
especially useful in deciding the cost-effectiveness of retiring a piece of equipment and buying a new
unit.

In picking a database management system (DBMS), the following criteria were used:

1. the system must be fully relational,
2. it must be easy to develop applications,
3. it must be networkable,
4. it must be a PC-based product, and
5. it must support password-protecting sensitive data.

Alpha-42 was the chosen DBMS. While several products on the market meet all of the criteria,
Alpha-4 was chosen because of high marks on point 2. Alpha-4 allows application development
without learning a programming language. Application development is done with designer-defined
menus that execute macros of AJpha-4's menu commands. A scripting facility allows for customized
options and re-usable objects to process data and commands. A unique password can be defined for
any menu option in the application.3

1.2. Design Considerations

During the development of AIMS, several design rules were used to insure a user-friendly
interface. These rules cover the design of all menus.

The menu style used is a multi-path tree structure. Command options are grouped together by
the table to which they relate (i.e. the maintenance problems table, the document table, etc.). A set of
menus makes an application. Most applications have two menus, a main menu and a print menu.
Each menu has a unique path leading to it. The current path through the applications is displayed at
the top of each menu screen. Menus are standardized as much as possible. Two basic menu patterns
are in use, a full menu for major applications and an abbreviated menu for support applications.4

2 . AIMS Overview

2.1. Systems and Managers

In AIMS, groupings of equipment that have a common form and function are called systems and
they are central to its operation. Because there are literally hundreds of systems, it's necessary to
further group systems together into categories of systems. A category has been defined as a collection



of systems that have a similar purpose such as beam transport or beam diagnostics. Some devices are
unique and complex enough to warrant their own category like the Tandem or the ion source.

System managers have been created to take care of the systems that make up ATLAS. System
managers have many responsibilities. Briefly, they see to it that repairs are made to their systems and
maintain a central listing (on paper) of all completed repairs for these systems. They also maintain
their systems' documents. Finally, system managers serve as experts for matters of safety and repair
by off-shift workers.

Systems and their managers are entered into the system's definition table. This table is the key
to linking problems with related documents. Because of the critical nature of the data, this table is
password-protected.

2.2. Other Critical Tables

In addition to the systems table, the employee table must also be completed in order for any of
AEMS's three major functions to work. The document index also requires that two other tables be
completed:

a) the table of document types, and
b) the table of document storage locations.

The employee table lists those people who work at ATLAS. In order to be a system manager,
log a problem or repair, or be listed as a worker on a repair, a person must be listed in the employee
table. The two document-related tables are necessary because each document record is required to
have a type and a storage location.

2.3. AIMS Administration

Database administration is the responsibility of the database administrator (DBA). The DBA
maintains backups of all critical tables, helps and trains users, and monitors data activity. Provision
has been made for assistant database administrators. These assistant DBAs are given responsibility
for only one or two applications in AIMS. All of the passwords within a given application are the
same. While the AIMS administrator has all the passwords to all the applications, an assistant DBA
has the passwords only for the applications under his/her care.

2.4. Diagram Notes

In the following sections, relational diagrams have been created to show the tables and links that
make up the three major functions. Figure 2 shows the conventions used in representing the links
between the tables.

Figure 3 shows the main menu of AIMS. The three major functions are directly accessible from
this menu as well as most of the supporting functions. Help prompts are defined for all menu options
to aid new users in navigating the menu tree.



One-to-one link
"A record in table A has at most

one related record in table B."

and

"A record in table B has at most

one related record in table A."

One-to-many link
"A record in table A can have more than

one related record in table B."

\ and

"A record in table B has at most

one related record in table A."

Required link
"A record in table A must have

a related record In table B."

Optional link
Q "A record in table A may have

T a related record in table B."
b

Figure 2: Conventions used in relational diagrams.

"A" and 'B* represent the tables. In the actual diagrams; the tables are represented by boxed text.
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Figure 3: The main menu of AIMS.



3 . Maintenance System

Figure 4 shows the relational diagram for the maintenance system in AIMS.

3.1. Problems

Central to the maintenance system is the problem. A problem is defined as any malfunction or
safety hazard. Problems have many attributes that describe them; only a few attributes are common to
all problems. Each problem must have a date (the date it was discovered, not reported), a reporter
(the employee badge number of the person reporting the problem), a classification by the <;ategory and
system affected, and a priority. Because no combination of these required fields is necessarily
unique, all problems are assigned an item number. This number is the key field linking a problem
with its repair and with the costs of the repair.

All problems are given a priority. There are four priorities defined in AIMS: Al, A2, Bl, B2.
Table 1 describes these priority codes. System managers use this priority information in deciding
which problems to investigate and repair first In all cases priority A problems get attention before
priority B problems. It should be noted that all safety problems are priority A.

Table 1 Problem Priority Codes

Code Description
Al • The accelerator is down.

• Beam cannot be delivered to target or tuned.
• The safety of personnel is imminently threatened.

A2 • The accelerator is functional, but there is a significant
performance penalty.

• The problem can cause downtime in the future.
• There is an unsafe condition, but the safety of personnel is

not imminently threatened.

B1 • The accelerator is functional and performance is nominal,
but there is a significant efficiency penalty.

B2 • The accelerator is functional and the problem has little
impact on operations. Basically, it's a nuisance.

3.2. Repairs

The repair table contains all of the resolutions to the reported problems. Only one repair is
allowed per problem. The repair is assigned the same item number as its problem.

AIMS supports partial or temporary repairs. At the end of the repair is a field called
"repair_cmp", that asks whether the repair is complete or not. If the reported repair is not final,
then the field contains a logical false and the problem is still considered to be outstanding. When
the repair is completed, the "repair_cmp" field is changed to a logical true and repair can now be
archived (see Section 3.3).

At the end of the entry, AIMS will automatically jump to the table of repair costs. While each
problem can have only one repair, a repair can have several cost records entered for it. Information
requested in the repair cost table falls into three groups: labor costs, parts costs, and external
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Figure 4: Relational Diagram for AIMS' Maintenance System.
Relation names are double-boxed. Key fields are underscored.



costs. External costs are any costs incurred by the repair from sources outside the ATLAS
operations group.

3.3. The Archive

In order to keep the transactional part of the system (the problem and repair tables) as
responsive as possible, an archive has been created to house historical maintenance information
while the transaction tables keep the active information.

After a system manger selects "print Repairs for systems you manage" from the repairs
menu, the completed repairs and their problems are appended to the archive. The archived records
are then taken out of the problem and repair tables.

3.4. Summary Reports

AIMS has many pre-defined summary reports that satisfy the current reporting requirements
of ATLAS management, although more may be defined in the future. Maintenance summaries are
required on a quarterly and annual basis. These summaries describe and total the costs, number of
incidents, type of incidents, downtime, and time to repair. Summaries can be generated by
category, system, equipment number, or make and model of equipment as well as the entire
maintenance system.

3.5. The Pin Diode Log

ATLAS'S super-conducting resonators have fast tuning devices that use ten pin diodes to switch
in a reactive component (capacitor or inductor) with the resonant cavity. Each diode has a fuse in
series with it that can be blown when the diode fails. It is important for the resonator managers to
know when diode fuses are blown and how many diodes each resonator has left In response to this
need, AIMS has a pin diode fuse log in the problems menu that captures and reports this data.

4 . Document Index

Figure 5 shows the relational diagram for the document index in AIMS.

The document index function in AIMS only references the documents that relate to ATLAS.
The contents of documents are not stored on line.

A document is defined as any medium that contains information about the ATLAS facility, the
machine itself, or equipment in use at ATLAS. Typically, documents are printed on paper, but with
the extensive use of magnetic media and some use of microfiche, the definition of a document has
been extended to include these as well.

Each document is assigned an ATLAS Document Indexing System (ADIS) number that is
unique and used for linking between tables. Not all documents are created internally. Many
documents come from outside vendors and contractors. Each document source has its own
identification system for keeping track of its documents. AIMS captures this information in the
"source_id" field.

Documents are characterized by several attributes. Most of the data requested by the index
relates to physical delails of the document (size, date created, storage location), but provision has been
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made to capture some content data. As part of document entry, the user is asked to specify the type of
document. Some examples of document types are mechanical drawings, electronics schematics,
maps, wire lists, and equipment manuals.

After the document data has been entered, the user is then asked to specify which systems relate
to this document. Because some documents can relate to many systems, the document-system table
supports multiple system entries for one document.

5 . Equipment Catalogue

Figure 6 shows the relational diagram for the equipment catalogue in AIMS.

The equipment catalogue is centered on the EQUIPMENT table. Each record in this table
represents a single piece of equipment. In order to uniquely identify equipment quickly and easily, an
ATLAS equipment number is assigned to each piece. Equipment units must have a unique
combination of make, model, and serial number in order to be accepted by the log.

Equipment units are tagged with a bar-code that has an equipment number on it. A bar-code
reader is attached to at least one computer running AIMS to facilitate equipment number entry. The
bar code format used at ATLAS is Code39, a standard in American industry.

After the equipment is entered into the catalogue, related documents can be defined. This action
only relates previously entered equipment pieces to previously entered documents. It is assumed that
relevant document data has already been entered into the document table.

6 . Other Functions

An extra function incorporated into AIMS is an on-line table of elements, isotopes, and
cookbooks for the negative and positive ion sources. The isotope table contains natural abundance for
stable isotopes and half-lives for the radioactive ones.

The function of collecting and processing operations statistics has been incorporated into AIMS.
Linked to the statistics table is a table of experimental runs. Operations statistics can be summarized
and reported by month, year, or experimental run.

A history log has also been added to the basic AIMS functions. It records when systems are
added or changes are made to the physical layout of the machine.

7 . First Experiences

AIMS has been in use at ATLAS as a beta-test since May 12,1993. It is installed on a single
PC in the control room. The response has been fairly positive, especially from "computer illiterate"
users. As of 9111193, the AIMS installation at ATLAS has logged 179 problems, 50 of which are in
the archive. Of the 129 active problems, 97 have at least a partial repair on file. Total number of
repair costs on file is 175. The total number of systems defined is 173.

Entries into the document index have lagged the maintenance system. Because of the poor state
of the document files before the document index was created, the first stage of document management
has been the task of finding and collecting ATLAS documents. Two staff members have been
assigned this task. Once the documents have been collected and the obsolete ones removed, then
indexing will proceed.
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Equipment tagging has similarly lagged. Only 17 units have been tagged and entered to date.
Plans call for more tagging in the new fiscal year.

8 . Future Developments

As of September 30,1993, the beta-test phase of AIMS will conclude and the system will be
installed on ATLAS'S local area network. Work will immediately begin on the next version of ATMS
which will be based on Alpha-4 version 3 and will incorporate suggestions from the current users.

9 . Summary

At full installation, AIMS will greatly improve the management of maintenance at ATLAS. By
creating a standard for reporting problems and repairs, fewer problems will be left unattended until
they become critical. By providing summary information about the number, cost, and nature of
failures by system, managers will be able to make more informed decisions about what actions are
required to minimize downtime and costs. By capturing document information and making it
available on line, the time to find critical documents will be reduced, especially for repairs that must be
made by off-shift operators.
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